Five ways to use
ERP and improve
the efficiency of
your WFG business

Introduction

The story of the
printer who was
entering the same
data 30 times

Can you imagine entering the same data 30 times for a single order?!
That is what one printer in the UK was doing. After a visit by a lean
process consultant, they were amazed to discover that their staff could
be duplicating input up to 30 times for the same piece of information.
Not only was this a huge waste of expensive time and resource, it was
also a major financial hurdle due to errors and omissions in of key data.
While entering the same data 30 times seems extreme, a surprising
number of printing companies are, indeed entering the same data
12-15 times - or more.
The problem is that many printing companies rely on manual processes
that are years, if not decades old. The culture of these businesses is best
described as “traditional”, based on the fact that companies have always
done things that way. Introducing Enterprise Resource Planning software
can help eliminate repetitive, manual tasks - and transform businesses.

Why is ERP so important?
• Data relationships
• Visibility
• Planning ability
• The likelihood to achieve
turnover and profit targets

What is Enterprise Resource Planning software?
The purpose of ERP software is to tie together and automate your
business processes to ensure that data flows seamlessly between each
process. A good ERP software package eliminates data duplication
and provide data integrity with a single source of truth. In addition,
it provides instant access to the information that matters most to
each user. You don’t need to know what is going according to plan.
What matters most, and where your attention is required right now,
is focusing on what’s NOT going according to plan, as well as which
key business trends are affecting both your team as well as the
whole business.
In print industry terms, an ERP software package covers:
• Sales Management
• Estimating & Quoting
• Order management
• Customer management and communications
• PDF pre-flight
• Proofing Workflows
• Print manufacturing workflows
• Materials management
• Notifications
• Reporting
It is worth noting that, historically, a typical ERP for the commercial
print industry might not have been considered the best fit for WFG
because of:
• Different costing structures
• Different sizing
• Different manufacturing processes
• A less standardised selection of plant
• More labor-intensive finishing
Creating effective software for the wide format graphics segment
requires a different mindset and an in-depth knowledge of its
specialized manufacturing processes. That often means a completely
separate set of software workflows and software code. It’s the main
reason a wide format printing company should not rely on software
that was originally produced for the general commercial print sector
and has simply been modified to try and suit the WFG sector.

Why does ERP make such a difference to a printing company?
When a company has implemented an ERP system, it creates a
completely different company culture. Most importantly, it improves
your customer relationships: staff have more time to spend with
customers because they are spending less time creating or searching
for data. Since a good ERP system highlights potential job issues,
they can be overcome quickly, while customer satisfaction - as well as
company efficiency - improves.
In addition, an ERP system allows the company to have much more
control over its data. This allows far better visibility of both individual
potential production problems and company trends – and allows for
far swifter decision-making. Naturally, this all means that printing
companies with ERP systems have a much better chance of achieving
their production, revenue and profit targets.
Companies that rely on more traditional, manual systems usually
struggle to achieve the same results. They do not have the same control
over what is happening on a day-to-day and on a long-term basis, and
they have to work harder to create the same level of relationships with
their customers.
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The right ERP system creates automated production management
The heart of an effective ERP system is controlling information.
At their core, ERP systems collect vast amounts of data that could
easily overwhelm your staff. The home screen becomes a production
management dashboard that is customised to each operator’s personal
needs, depending on their role at the company. This means that they can
see the detail that they need proactively, without having to spend time
running reports or navigating between several different screens.
With the increase in remote and home working by staff, the ability to work
from anywhere has become vitally important. Systems that depend on
server-hosting at your company don’t allow the level of remote working
that companies must depend on, and they should be avoided. Modern
ERP systems are hosted in the cloud, are fully mobile and fully remote.
Information can be seen on any device that you use, including laptops,
phones and tablets.
An ERP’s real-time data allows for real-time working, with live,
personalised notifications pushed to the user through application hubs
like Slack. This means that all users have instant and constant access
to the information they need to action immediately, without having to
search for it. With instant knowledge of the current state of production
and production trends, including quiet areas and bottlenecks, real-time
proactive production management becomes a reality.
This means that operations do not fall behind schedule because actions
are not taken at the right time. Users are notified when proofs need
approval or jobs need scheduling. Tasks can be actioned straight away,
no matter where the user is located. And managers have a real-time view
of the current state of production.
However, it is not just internal staff who benefit from ERP systems.
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Customer management becomes more effective
One of the key efficiencies from ERP is the automation
of manual customer communication.
Here are some typical interactions that an ERP should
automate:
• Customer access to the system to enter their orders
or re-orders directly
• Submission of print files that are automatically
attached to the order
• Status notifications
• Proof approval
• Delivery notifications, including integrations with
major shipping software
• Invoicing
Just as for your own team, cloud hosting means
customers can also manage their projects from any
device they choose, no matter where they’re working.
Communication flows can easily be set up according
to the level of trust in the customer and the customer’s
preferences, as well as their capabilities. For instance,
one customer may prefer an e-mail, while another would
rather get a Slack notification on their phone.
Depending on the permissions set, a customer can
login to their own dashboard to check on all their orders
and current job status. Their activity is automatically
communicated to the relevant team member at your
company and the information that the customer sends
is automatically added to the order. With much of the
traditional administration time for the printing company
eliminated, CSRs can spend more quality time actually
servicing their customers.
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New levels of file management efficiency can be created
Naturally, less human interaction in file management leads
to better efficiencies, less errors and a higher profit margin.
In many cases, ERP software means that files connected to
an order might never require manual intervention.
Here is an example of the workflow that can be achieved:
• Client submits print files with an order
• ERP software verifies the order is complete and
immediately routes files to company’s pre-flight
software.
• If a problem exists it is automatically sent to an
internal staff member to remedy
• Proof-ready notification is sent to the customer for
on-line approval
• Customer approval of proofs automatically triggers
movement of files into RIP queue and production
A good ERP system will also have a full integration with
pre-press software. However, the real benefits are in the
final stage of the file management workflow, when
production decisions are automated.
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Workflows are automated
A good ERP system communicates to all other production
workflow systems within a printing company including:
• Web Store Fronts
• Pre-press
• Production Automation
• Shipping
• Accounting
The ERP system provides a customisable workflow to fit
the WFG manufacturing environment that best routes
individual jobs to printing presses and shop floor stations.
These decisions are all made by the ERP rules engine,
which bases its decision-making process on a mixture of job
specifications and machine availability, all of which can be
set up and amended by the user.
The advantages of the rules engine are two-fold. First, it
automates the scheduling and production board process.
In a large print factory, the rules engine can review a vast
number of production options that a human may not have
time to consider.
Second, the software then produces real-time instant
reporting on all jobs. Any relevant team member can find
out a job status instantly and, with the right permissions,
so can customers. The printing company can also see the
production status of all machines and work stations and
how scheduling is shaping up over the coming hours,
days and weeks.
This can have a major effect on the efficiency of a print
factory. Another key efficiency benefit is the elimination
of the physical job docket.
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The factory becomes paperless
The paper job docket can become a relic of the past when
all job information is passed instantly to relevant team
members. Machine operators view all instructions on screens
or mobiles, which eliminates delays in writing and passing
over written job tickets. It also eliminates the confusion
caused by verbal amendments that are never recorded.
Instant, trackable communication can happen even if
staff members are not on the same site. Remote working
becomes completely realistic.
The right ERP system communicates correctly with the
accounts department and interfaces easily with any
mainstream accounting package.
Most importantly, data only ever needs to be entered once.
The ERP system transfers the relevant data automatically
from module to module, with amendments strictly
controlled by user permissions, with a full audit-trail of
any changes made.
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Does ERP solve all efficiency problems?
Naturally, the installation of an ERP system will immediately create a
more efficient wide format graphics company. For starters, the whole
implementation process forces companies to look at their process flows,
focuses attention on which team members should receive certain data,
and clarifies areas of responsibility.
But the purpose of an ERP system is not to eliminate all areas of
inefficiency in a business. Instead, it is to provide the reporting tools and
visibility to ensure that issues elsewhere in the business are highlighted.
These may include:
• Impact to projected sales
• Production bottlenecks
• Profitless customers
• Inefficient use of resources
• Key performance and financial trends
Pinpointing these areas fuels the business’ ongoing drive to improve
productivity.

Isn’t ERP software expensive?
The right ERP software can be surprisingly economical to implement.
Good systems offer a variety of flexible pricing plans and unlimited user
options, to ensure companies can scale without being penalised.
The true return on investment is in two areas. Firstly, data and
communication become more automated and more time-efficient,
freeing up staff time for more profitable activity. Secondly, potential
costly issues are spotted quickly so that timely action can be taken.

What are the next steps to take?
Contact Lift Software. We produce LiftERP: a solution specifically
developed for the wide format graphics sector. We can take you
through the key issues to consider when purchasing and implementing
ERP software, show you how it can specifically help your business,
and identify areas to audit if you are looking at alternative software
providers.

What happened to the company that was entering data over thirty times?
Sadly, it stuck to its traditional culture and processes, and this company
no longer exists. It simply didn’t stand a chance against more efficient
competitors who had embraced the business altering power of ERP software.

LiftERP is a single, integrated, cloud-based
platform that runs every aspect of your print
business. From taking a customer’s order online,
into preflight and manufacturing, LiftERP
automates and streamlines your workflow
all the way through to customer delivery.
LiftERP is the only system that can truly enable
a successful paperless print shop. Internal staff,
sales staff, and even customers can access the
system from anywhere to place orders, approve
proofs, process invoices, and manage business.
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